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Abstract
Background: Bacillus anthracis is one of the most monomorphic pathogens known. Identification of
polymorphisms in its genome is essential for taxonomic classification, for determination of recent evolutionary
changes, and for evaluation of pathogenic potency.
Findings: In this work three strains of the Bacillus anthracis genome are compared and previously unpublished
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are revealed. Moreover, it is shown that, despite the highly monomorphic
nature of Bacillus anthracis, the SNPs are (1) abundant in the genome and (2) distributed relatively uniformly across
the sequence.
Conclusions: The findings support the proposition that SNPs, together with indels and variable number tandem
repeats (VNTRs), can be used effectively not only for the differentiation of perfect strain data, but also for the
comparison of moderately incomplete, noisy and, in some cases, unknown Bacillus anthracis strains. In the case
when the data is of still lower quality, a new DNA sequence fingerprinting approach based on recently introduced
markers, based on combinatorial-analytic concepts and called cyclic difference sets, can be used.
Keywords: Bacillus anthracis cyclic difference sets, DNA sequence homology assessment, DNA sequence markers,
SNP, strain comparison
I have deeply regretted that I did not proceed far enough
at least to understand something of the great leading
principles of mathematics; for men thus endowed seem to
have an extra sense.
Charles Darwin
Background
This research is part of an effort to develop novel tech-
niques for the interrogation of pathogenic genomes. In
this domain the task of Bacillus anthracis strain differ-
entiation poses a particularly difficult challenge [1-4].
Since most B. anthracis strains are highly monomorphic,
sequence typing must rely on subtle differences between
genomes, sampled at multiple loci [5]. The complexity
of the problem will increase in cases where only partial
sequence data is available, or sequences contain errors,
and as design of engineered bacterial genomes becomes
possible [6].
The principal genomic markers used in sequence typ-
ing are VNTRs, indels and SNPs. The occurrence of
VNTRs and indels in the B. anthracis genome in the
three strains considered here was recently investigated
in [7]. Here, we undertake the analysis of SNPs. The use
of SNPs in both human and microbial DNA investiga-
tions has a long tradition [8]. The advantages of SNPs
include high concentration in coding regions, fixed
length, and lower susceptibility to short read sequencing
errors than VNTRs. In applications these advantages
must be balanced against SNPs’ relatively slow mutation
rates and relatively low resolving power. In cases when
sequence typing by SNPs is not sufficient, the use
of SNPs in combination with other markers should be
considered [9].
In this work the occurrence of SNPs is investigated in
the three main strains of the B. anthracis genome:
Ames Ancestor, Ames and Sterne. It is shown that
SNPs are abundant in the B. anthracis genome and that
they are distributed relatively uniformly throughout the
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anthracis SNPs can be used effectively as part of an
increased resolution, multi-tier strain differentiation
scheme for the analysis of moderately incomplete, noisy
or uncertain data. The SNP detection approach used
here is based on an advanced design theory construction
known as the cyclic difference set [10]. In this approach
the comparison of DNA sequences is replaced by the
comparison of cyclic difference set distributions asso-
ciated with these sequences. The similarity of these
distributions is used first to assess DNA sequence
homology and subsequently to identify indels and SNPs.
The cyclic difference set approach has many advantages
[7]; the primary one, which is particularly relevant to
this work, is that it permits a high degree of flexibility
in selecting an appropriate sequence variation resolution
that can be adapted to a given application.
The work described here intersects several application
domains. Prior work on B. anthracis includes [7,1,5,
11,2,3], and [12-14]. Prior work on bacterial genome
structure includes [15-18]. Prior work on SNP taxonomy
and detection includes [8,19,1], and [20]. Prior work on
cyclic difference sets includes [10] and [21-23].
Data
The B. anthracis genome is made up of chromosomal
DNA and two plasmids, pXO1 and pXO2. We analyzed
the chromosomal sequences of Ames Ancestor Gen-
Bank: NC_007530.2, Ames GenBank: NC_003997.3, and
Sterne GenBank: NC_005945.1, the pXO1 plasmid
sequences of Ames Ancestor GenBank: NC_003980 and
Sterne GenBank: NC_001496, and the pXO2 plasmid
sequences of Ames Ancestor GenBank: NC_003981.1
and Pasteur GenBank: NC_012659.1. For brevity, we
refer to Ames Ancestor, Ames, Sterne, and Pasteur as
AA, A, S, and P.
SNP definition and taxonomy
There is no standard, mathematically consistent defini-
tion of the term SNP [8]. We consider it essential to
establish such a definition, so that confusion can be
avoided in analysis, in comparison of results and in dis-
cussions. In this work a SNP is defined as a single letter
difference between two sequences flanked on the left
and on the right by at least one letter that is identical in
both sequences. For example, in the strings
A C G T A CG T
A A G G A TT T
the second and fourth letters are SNPs but the sixth
and seventh letters are indels, as the letter differences
are adjacent. This convention is different from general
practice, which sometimes permits adjacent letter
differences to be regarded as SNPs [8]. We insert the
non-adjacency constraint into the SNP definition
because: (1) such modification permits mathematically
unambiguous separation of SNPs and indels, and (2)
such separation is biologically meaningful as adjacent
and closely spaced SNPs often coincide with large
indels.
The definition of SNP must be further disambiguated
when more than two sequences are considered. In this
case two or more distinct letters might appear at a puta-
tive SNP position, raising the possibility of counting
each pair-wise mismatch as a separate SNP. We will
ignore this multiplicity. For example, both triples A-C-T
and A-C-C will be considered instances of a single SNP.
We will distinguish between coding and non-coding
SNPs, and between synonymous and non-synonymous
SNPs (the latter referred to as nsSNPs). In a three-way
comparison a coding SNP is considered non-synon-
y m o u sw h e na tl e a s to n eo ft h ep a i r - w i s eS N P si sn o n -
synonymous. For example, there are two pair-wise SNPs
in letters A-C-C in the three-way comparison of AA-A-
S, one for the pair of strains AA-A and one for the pair
of strains AA-S. If either of these pair-wise SNPs is
non-synonymous then the three-way SNP is declared an
nsSNP.
Approach
The analysis of the B. anthracis genome was performed
using the approach described in [7]. Here, we will give
only a brief overview of this approach as it is relevant to
SNPs. The algorithm consists of two main stages: indel
detection and SNP detection. In the first stage the
occurrences of certain short quasi-random strings, called
cyclic difference sets (DSs), in two homologous DNA
sequences are identified and, subsequently, the locations
of these occurrences are compared. The algorithm pro-
ceeds as follows:
￿ In each of the two DNA sequences being com-
pared identify the consecutive occurrences of a
selected DS. For example, choosing the DS, 1101000,
the DNA sequences
ACCGCTTACACCACGGGGCCACAGTCCT
CTTT...
ACCGCATACACCACGGCCACAGTCCT
CTTTAG...
give rise to the DS sequences associated with the
nucleotide C,
01000000001000000010000001000000...
01000000001000001000000100000000...
￿ Convert the above DS sequences to shorter
sequences of inter-DS gaps,
876...
856...
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matching strings of gaps, 7 and 5, or (CAC)GGGG
and (CAC)GG.
The rationale for using DSs as sequence markers is
that when DNA sequences are highly homologous, so
are the sequences of DS locations. Conversely, in
regions where DNA sequences differ, so do the DS
sequences. This is convenient as the analysis of DNA
sequences can then be replaced by the analysis of much
sparser, and therefore easier to compute, DS sequences.
Since a difference in DS sequences marks the occur-
rence of an indel, mismatching segments are removed
from the DS sequences.
In the second stage of the algorithm, the DS sequences
are mapped back to “new”, indel-free DNA sequences.
These DNA sequences differ only by nucleotide mis-
matches. Once adjacent mismatches are filtered, SNPs
are easily identified by a point-wise comparison of the
modified nucleotide sequences. In the example given
above this yields the indel-free sequences
ACCGCTTACACCACCCACAGTCCTCTTT...
ACCGCATACACCACCCACAGTCCTCTTT...
Point-wise comparison of these sequences reveals a
SNP T/A at the 6
th bp.
Several comments are necessary here to make state-
ments precise. First, while a more natural acronym for a
cyclic difference set would be CDS, to avoid potential
confusion with a coding sequence we settle for DS. Sec-
ond, DSs are combinatorial designs that are associated
with, not identical to, the special binary strings consid-
ered here. However, for convenience and by abuse of
language in this text we will refer to the relevant strings
as DSs. While motivating the technical approach, for
brevity, we mention here only the computational com-
plexity reason for the utility of DSs.
Specifically, the computational advantage of the
method as compared to a direct approach not relying
on DSs is proportional to the abundance of DSs in gen-
omes (1 in 500 nucleotides in the B. anthracis genome).
This advantage is further enhanced by the suitability of
the method for implementation using Fast Fourier
Transform algorithm, which requires only n log2 n com-
plex operations. For a more extensive discussion of the
role of DSs in DNA sequence analysis the reader is
directed to [7].
Results
The results of the SNP analysis of the B. anthracis gen-
ome are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. The distributions
of the chromosomal SNPs (all and non-synonymous) are
shown in Figures 1 and 2. The histogram of distances
between subsequent chromosomal SNPs is shown
in Figure 3. A list of all SNPs annotated for position,
nucleotide letter, coincidence with a coding region, and
protein preservation is included in [Additional file 1].
The chromosomal analysis included the three pair-
wise comparisons of AA-S, AA-A and A-S. These com-
parisons revealed 131, 19 and 150 SNPs, respectively
(Table 1). The SNPs found in the AA-S and AA-A
strain comparisons partition the SNPs found in the A-S
strain comparison. This suggests that Ames and Sterne
are both descendants of Ames Ancestor. The relatively
large number of SNPs in AA-S confirms that AA is evo-
lutionarily more distant from S than from A [1]. About
70% of chromosomal SNPs are coding and about 80% of
coding SNPs are non-synonymous. The ratio of all cod-
ing SNPs to all SNPs is 67%. This ratio is only modestly
lower than the ratio of coding DNA and the entire gen-
ome sequence lengths, 78% in the AA strain. This result
suggests that there is a similar degree of sequence con-
servation in the two sequence types. Both SNPs and
nsSNPs are relatively uniformly distributed along the
chromosome (Figures 1 and 2). The minimum, average
and maximum distance between subsequent A-S SNPs
is 2, 34499 and 163349 bp, respectively, although many
SNPs are less than 2000 bp apart (Figure 3, Table 2).
Interestingly, despite the close proximity of several pairs
of SNPs, only the SNPs 93 and 94 occur within the
same gene. The distributions of SNPs are only negligibly
affected by the occurrence of indels. This is so because
chromosomal sequences are highly homologous: the
AA-A comparison yields only two multi-base indels, a
123-base-long indel at 1151242 bp and a 10-base-long
indel at 2612043 bp; the AA-S comparison yields a sin-
gle 100-base long indel at 4147353 bp (all locations are
given in the AA coordinates) [7].
The plasmid analysis included pair-wise comparisons
of strains AA-S for pXO1 and AA-P for pXO2. Given
their relatively short sequence lengths, the pXO1 and
Table 1 Abundance and taxonomy of SNPs in Ames
Ancestor, Ames and Sterne genomes reported in [13] and
computed using the DS approach
sequence Read DS coding ns
Chromosome (AA-S) - 131 90 62
Chromosome (AA-A) 21 9 1 1 1 0
Chromosome (A-S) - 150 101 78
Chromosome (AA-A-S) - 150 101 78
pXO1 (AA-S) 15* 14 7 6
pXO2 (AA-P) 21 21 16 9
Hyphens denote that results for a relevant strain comparison were not
published. Asterisk denotes that adjacent SNPs, not considered here, were
reported (see the discussion of SNPs in Section 3).
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and 21 SNPs each, respectively. Of these SNPs, 7 and 16
are coding SNPs. Of the coding SNPs 6 and 9 are
nsSNPs. The minimum, average and maximum distance
between subsequent SNPs in the pXO1 plasmid are 3,
12977 and 84568 bp. The minimum, average and maxi-
mum distance between subsequent SNPs in the pXO2
plasmid are 94, 4516 and 13884 bp. The density of
SNPs decreases in the pXO1 and pXO2 plasmids when
indels are removed from the sequences (Table 2). The
effect is most pronounced in the pXO1 sequence, due
to the occurrence of two large indels at 43348-48589
and 117228-162050 bp.
Overall, when adjusted for indels, SNPs are distribu-
ted, rather surprisingly, in a relatively uniform fashion
across the entire B. anthracis genome, but with varying
inter-SNP spacing in each of the three sequences.
Conclusions
This work describes the structure of B. anthracis SNPs
arising from in silico comparison of the Ames Ancestor,
Ames and Sterne strains. This result complements the
characterization of B. anthracis indels given in [7] and
extends the analysis given in [13] in both the number of
SNPs identified and the information provided about
their type and distribution. While a later work, [24],
slightly extends the results of [13], it does so only with
respect to the 12 so-called canonical SNPs.
Indels and SNPs, together with VNTRs (The distinction
between indels and VNTRs is made for historical reasons;
mathematically, VNTR is a special case of indel), capture
all sequence differences in pan-genomes (Pan-genome is a
superset of all the genes in all the strains of a species [16].
More generally, pan-genome can be defined as a reference
genome for a species plus the superset of all the genomic
variants occurring in all the strains.). Knowledge of these
differences can be used either to address basic biological
research problems, e.g., investigation of genomic function
and evolutionary processes [12], or in applications such as
strain fingerprinting [1] and monitoring of DNA sequence
synthesis orders [25]. In each of these problems selecting
the appropriate granularity of analysis is one of the main
decisions that must be made in experiment design.
While it was previously suggested that many B. anthra-
cis strains, including the ones considered here, can be
identified using certain minimal sets of markers, such as
Table 2 Distribution of SNPs in Ames Ancestor, Ames, and Sterne genomes
sequence strain homology SNP spacing (average) SNP spacing (adjusted for indels)
Chromosome (AA-S) 99.96% 40.3 40.3
Chromosome (AA-A) 100.00% 277.8 277.8
Chromosome (A-S) 99.94% 34.5 34.5
pXO1 (AA-S) 72.38% 13.0 9.4
pXO2 (AA-P) 98.49% 4.5 4.4
The average SNP spacing, given in Kbp, is computed by dividing the sequence length by the number of SNPs. Non-indel SNP spacing is computed similarly,
except that the lengths of all indels and polymorphic regions (SNP clusters, i.e. regions where average SNP spacing is greater than one in every twenty bases)
are subtracted from the total sequence length.
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Figure 1 Distribution of SNPs in chromosomal sequences of
the B. anthracis genome (A-S). Small blue dots mark AA-S SNPs,
large red dots mark AA-A SNPs.
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Figure 2 Distribution of nsSNPs in chromosomal sequences of
the B. anthracis genome (A-S). Small blue dots mark AA-S SNPs,
large red dots mark AA-A SNPs.
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[2], such approaches are certain to be effective only when
the strain is known and the data is perfect. This might not
always be the case. Indeed, in many practical sequence
analysis scenarios the data can be Large (whole genome),
Uncertain (a new strain), Noisy (contaminated at the
source, corrupted in the process of data collection,
sequencing or sequence assembly, or purposefully engi-
neered), or Incomplete (LUNI). In these cases a minimum
set of markers will not, in general, suffice to identify all
strains, and higher resolution approaches, relying on
sequence over-sampling, must be employed.
Results of the SNP investigation undertaken here
together with the prior work on DSs [7] both inform the
design and suggest a certain organization of these
approaches (Table 3). As mentioned before, the most par-
simonious and - at the same time - the most error-prone
strategy for strain differentiating is based on a minimal set
of SNPs. This set needs to contain at least n SNPs to be
able to differentiate 2
n strains, provided the data is of suffi-
cient quality to accurately represent the required SNPs.
One can improve the resolution of this scheme, at the cost
of increasing its complexity, by extending the minimal set
of SNPs to the set of all known standard genomic differ-
ences. Aided by a roughly ten to hundred-fold increase
(depending on the strains under consideration) in the
sampling rate, this approach can be expected to be effec-
tive in the case of closely related strains whose sequence
data is of moderate quality or partly unavailable (which
might include sequence segments containing SNPs from
the minimal set). Exceptionally complex tasks, such as
detection of data manipulation or revelation of unknown
distant strains, will require the use of even more dense,
uniform and flexible sequence sampling schemes. One
such scheme is offered by the DS-based sequence homol-
ogy assessment procedure [7]. In this approach the average
marker spacing can be selected from the range of tens to
tens of thousands of nucleotides. This approach will be
effective in all but the most challenging sequence analysis
scenarios.
Additional material
Additional file 1: Tables of SNPs. Tables of SNPs for chromosomal and
plasmid sequences of B. anthracis strains Ames Ancestor, Ames, Sterne,
and Pasteur. The GenBank reference numbers of sequences are given in
the Data section.
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